When characters are required, they should be centered on both axes of target as shown. White characters are "Shotohari."  

**Positioning of Characters**  

**Material:**  
- Yellow road side sheet, minimum 0.030" and 0.080" thick  
- Yellow level reflective sheeting  
- Green level reflective sheeting  
- Mounted on yellow road side sheet, with "Shotohari" name, 0.030" thick  
- Mounted on green side sheet, with "Shotohari" name, 0.030" thick  

**Character Application:**  
- Instructions state exact characters to be manually applied to yellow target using 1" character. Black characters may be pre-  
- printed and then inserted into holes after each character is  
- in position. Remove protective film from back, allowing the label to be come to  
- receive one of target.  
- In certain cases, special markings are required on green targets. If  
- so, these characters must be applied if a special style is required.  
- The shape and style must be described on the drawing.  

**Notes:**  
- For final assembly of sheeted targets and cleats, see drawing 11-203  
- All dimensions are in millimeters.